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"The Utmost Amount of Effectiv [sic] Accommodation": 
Andrew Carnegie and the Reform of the American Library 
ABIGAIL A. VAN SLYCK University of Arizona 
The last years of the nineteenth century saw the widespread acceptance 
of the idea that library facilities should be made available to the Amer- 
ican public free of charge. In the same years, the design of the free 
American library was at the center of a prolonged and heated debate: 
on one hand, the newly organized library profession called for designs 
that supported efficiency in library administration; on the other, the 
men of wealth who often underwrote library construction continued to 
favor buildings that reinforced the paternalistic metaphor that sustained 
their philanthropic activities. Between 1886 and 1917, Andrew Car- 
negie undertook a program of library giving that reformed both library 
philanthropy and library design, encouraging a closer correspondence 
between the two. Using the corporation as his model, Carnegie intro- 
duced many of the philanthropic practices of the modern foundation. 
At the same time, he rejected the rigid social and spatial hierarchy of 
the nineteenth-century library. In over 1,600 buildings that resulted 
directly from this program and in hundreds of others influenced by its 
forms, Carnegie helped create an American public library type that 
embraced the planning principles espoused by librarians while extending 
a warmer welcome to the reading public. 
Courthouse, high school, and Carnegie library: in any middle western 
country town these are buildings impossible not to recognize; par- 
ticularly, all Carnegie libraries are so alike that one's memories hardly 
seem associated with an individual set of yellow-brick walls, white 
stone trim, and granite steps. One might have sat on any one of a 
hundred parapets to strap on a pair of roller skates: whatever town 
one drives through, past whatever library, at the sight of an unknown 
anonymous child bent over a skate buckle, one remembers rough 
stone through a summer dress, the sun on one's back, the pull of 
skates on shoe soles, and accepts as identical one's own and all other 
experiences. The soul of one architect, although guilty of aesthetic 
sins, has achieved acertain measure of immortality.1 
IN HER REFLECTIONS on the public landscape of Xenia, 
Ohio, in the early decades of the twentieth century, Helen 
Hooven Santmyer unwittingly hints at the difficulties that face 
the architectural historian attempting to interpret Carnegie li- 
braries. Simply massed, symmetrically arranged, and classically 
detailed (often with a temple front gracing the center of the 
entrance faqade), the hundreds of Carnegie libraries that dot the 
country are stylistically conventional buildings with a strong 
family resemblance (Fig. 1). Designed by hundreds of different 
architects (rather than Santmyer's ingle mythical practitioner), 
these buildings are neither conceived as unique works of art nor 
touched by the avant-garde architectural sensibility that was 
responsible for creating a building like Unity Temple in the 
same years. Untouched by artistic genius, Carnegie libraries do 
not fall within the purview of the art historical tradition that 
treats architecture as one of the fine arts. 
At the same time, Carnegie libraries also stand somewhat 
outside the realm of vernacular architecture studies. Designed 
by professional architects, they depend heavily on the classical 
traditions of Western architecture and are made of mass-pro- 
duced materials, often shipped over long distances. As a result, 
some of the most widely recognized buildings on the American 
landscape have gone unstudied. Architectural historians are of- 
ten familiar with Carnegie libraries and sometimes harbor a 
nostalgic fondness for them as well; but we have let them (and 
a host of comparable building types) fall through the gap that 
exists between the study of high-style design and that of ver- 
nacular architecture.2 
This article is drawn from my Ph.D. dissertation, "Free to All: Carnegie 
Libraries and the Transformation of American Culture, 1886-1917," 
University of California, 1989. My wholehearted thanks go to my 
dissertation advisor, Dell Upton, whose close reading and helpful sug- 
gestions have been invaluable in shaping the direction of this work. 
Thanks as well to Richard Chafee, Angela Giral, Mardges Bacon, and 
others who commented on this material when it was presented at the 
Temple Hoyne Buell Center's Talks on American Architecture III in 
1987; to Ann Gilkerson for her comments on a draft of this article; and 
to Elizabeth Lonergan for her advice on preparing illustrations for pub- 
lication. I would also like to acknowledge the financial support of the 
University of California for the research and writing of the dissertation, 
and that of the University of Arizona's College of Architecture for the 
preparation of illustrations. 
1. H. H. Santmyer, Ohio Town, New York, 1985, 187. 
2. Recent attempts to fill the gap between high-style and vernacular 
architecture studies include P. C. Larson, ed., The Spirit ofH. H. Rich- 
ardson on the Midland Prairies: Regional Transformations f an Architectural 
Style, Minneapolis, Minn., and Ames, Iowa, 1988; R. Longstreth, The 
Buildings of Main Street: A Guide to American Commercial Architecture, 
Washington, D.C., 1987; idem, "Compositional Types in American 
Commercial Architecture," in C. Wells, ed., Perspectives in Vernacular 
Architecture, II, Columbia, Mo., 1986, 12-23; W. L. Lebovich, America's 
City Halls, Washington, D.C., 1984; and A. Gulliford, America's Country 
Schools, Washington, D.C., 1984. 
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Fig. 1. Carnegie Library, Xenia, Ohio, 1907. Exterior (courtesy of the 
Greene County Room, Greene County District Library, Xenia, Ohio). 
In the case of Carnegie libraries, there is much to be said for 
filling this gap. As Santmyer's words suggest, Carnegie libraries 
have entered the national consciousness. Indeed, their ubiquity 
and their family resemblance (the very qualities that preclude 
their art historical consideration) provided generations of Amer- 
ican library-users throughout the country with remarkably sim- 
ilar experiences. What is more, these experiences and the ar- 
chitectural containers that shaped them were substantially 
different from their earlier nineteenth-century counterparts. 
Touched by the enthusiasm for efficiency that characterized his 
age, Andrew Carnegie reformed the practices of American phi- 
lanthropy, redirected the course of American library design, and 
redefined the nature of library use. This essay is intended to 
demonstrate the interactions among these three developments. 
Librarians vs. architects 
The classically detailed library building described by Santmyer 
was hardly the conventional library type before 1900. Indeed, 
in the decades before the Civil War, it is difficult to speak of 
an American library building type at all. Only in the 1870s and 
1880s were conditions right for the invention of an American 
library building type. In those years, widespread passage of pub- 
lic library laws (at least in New England) provided the legal 
apparatus for creating public libraries in great numbers, while 
postwar prosperity and the professionalization of both librari- 
anship and architecture nsured that these new libraries were 
housed in permanent, professionally designed buildings.3 
Typically, late nineteenth-century library buildings were the 
product of local philanthropy, gifts of men grown wealthy dur- 
ing the war. While their middle-class contemporaries continued 
to support moral reform movements (like the YMCA) as a means 
of encouraging social cohesion, very wealthy men who had 
pulled themselves up the social scale tended to be less enthu- 
siastic about social constraints imposed from above.4 Instead, 
these self-made millionaires were attracted to libraries and other 
cultural institutions as means of promoting individual devel- 
opment from within. George Peabody (a London-based finan- 
cier), Walter L. Newberry (a Chicago real estate and railroad 
promoter), and Charles Bower Winn (who inherited the small 
fortune that his father had accumulated in the leather trade in 
Massachusetts) were among the wealthy men who financed 
library building in the second half of the nineteenth century.5 
Despite geographical and temporal differences, each of these 
nineteenth-century library builders cast himself in the role of 
the patriarch of an extended family, while the recipients of his 
gifts played the parts of dependent relations. The philanthropist 
nurtured this illusion by extending his benevolence only to 
towns with which he had some sort of personal connection. If 
he shared Winn's inclination, he might also choose to invest 
his endowment with a memorial function, inviting citizens of 
the recipient town to share in his grief and giving them access 
to a level of intimacy usually reserved for family members.6 
Although his gifts to Baltimore and to the Massachusetts owns 
of Danvers, North Danvers, and Newburyport did not fulfill a 
memorial function, Peabody expressed this familial relationship 
by referring to the educational mission of his gifts as "a debt 
due from present to future generations."'7 Recipients of these 
gifts also participated in the metaphor when they welcomed 
Peabody to town with banners that read, "One Generation Shall 
Praise Thy Works to Another."8 
Although paternalistic philanthropy required both benefactor 
and recipient to address the other with exaggerated graciousness, 
the kind of fatherly protection offered by Peabody and others 
3. The story of this development is told in detail in K. A. Breisch, 
"Small Public Libraries in America 1850-1890: The Invention and 
Evolution of a Building Type," Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 
1982. 
4. For middle-class philanthropy in the post-Civil War era, see R. 
H. Bremner, The Public Good: Philanthropy and Welfare in the Civil War 
Era, New York, 1980, chap. 8; M. B. Katz, In the Shadow of the Poorhouse: 
A Social History of Welfare in America, New York, 1986, chap. 3; and P. 
Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America, 1820-1920, Cambridge, 
Mass., and London, 1978, chaps. 7, 9, and 10. 
5. For post-Civil War cultural philanthropy in general, see K. D. 
McCarthy, Noblesse Oblige: Charity and Cultural Philanthropy in Chicago, 
1849-1929, Chicago, 1982, and H. L. Horowitz, Culture and the City: 
Cultural Philanthropy in Chicago from the 1880s to 1917, Chicago, 1976. 
For Peabody's philanthropic areer, see F. Parker, George Peabody: A 
Biography, Nashville, 1971; for Newberry, see Horowitz, Culture and 
the City, 35-36; for Winn, see A. M. Gilkerson, "The Public Libraries 
of H. H. Richardson," honors thesis, Smith College, 1978, 71-72. 
6. The Winn Memorial Library in Woburn, Mass., was dedicated to 
Winn's father, Jonathan Bowers Winn. Gilkerson, "Libraries of Rich- 
ardson," 71. 
7. Quoted in Parker, Peabody, 59. 
8. Proceedings at the Reception and Dinner in Honor of George Peabody, 
Esq., of London, by the Citizens of the Old Town of Danvers, October 9, 
1856, Boston, 1856, 32. 
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Fig. 2. Henry Hobson Richardson, Winn Memorial Public Library, Woburn, Massachusetts, 1876-1879. 
Exterior (photograph by Baldwin Coolidge, courtesy of the Society for the Preservation of New England 
Antiquities). 
like him exacted a heavy price. At the Danvers parade in Pea- 
body's honor, a battalion of pupils from the Danversport Gram- 
mar School carried banners that read, "We owe him gratitude; 
we will not repudiate the debt," reminding all present that 
Peabody's gift carried with it certain obligations.9 Nineteenth- 
century philanthropy, like parental love, imposed upon its re- 
cipients a debt of gratitude that they had not asked to incur and 
that, no matter how hard they tried, they could never adequately 
repay. 
When it came time for these paternalistic philanthropists to 
house their benefactions, they consistently turned for advice to 
the new generation of professional architects trained either at 
home or abroad in the compositional principles of the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts. Chief among them was Henry Hobson Richardson, 
who designed multipurpose cultural institutions for four cultural 
philanthropists in eastern Massachusetts, almost single-handedly 
creating a building type that met the needs of these library 
founders.1o 
Begun in 1876, the Winn Memorial Library in Woburn, 
Massachusetts, is a case in point. Drawing on the approach to 
o 11 1 I o .........I...... 
A F 




o o o o o 0 
Fig. 3. Winn Library. Plan: A, library; B, reading rooms; C, librarian's 
desk; D, alcove; E, picture gallery; F, museum; G, vestibule; H, porch 
(redrawn from M. G. Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His 
Works, New York, 1888, 69). 
architectural composition that he had learned in Paris, Rich- 
ardson articulated each of the building's functions separately in 
both plan and elevation (Figs. 2 and 3). The museum, for in- 
stance, was housed in an octagonal room at one end of the 
building. Variations in proportion and orientation distinguished 
the rectangular rooms of the picture gallery, reading rooms, and 
library proper. These distinctions were reinforced in the ele- 
vation of the building, as Richardson varied the height, shape, 
and ridge orientation of the roofs over each of the major rooms 
in order to isolate each function within a distinct volume. 
9. Ibid., 33. 
10. They are Winn of Woburn, Oliver Ames, Jr., of North Easton, 
Albert Crane of Quincy, and Elisha Slade Converse of Malden. Gilk- 
erson, "Libraries of Richardson," 18, 71, 98, 134. 
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Fig. 4. Winn Library. Bookhall (courtesy of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities). 
Richardson organized these functional volumes along two 
perpendicular axes. Aligned with the building's long axis, the 
museum, picture gallery, and library proper provided a monu- 
mental vista from one end of the building to the other (Fig. 4). 
Their orientation and scale reveal the importance that architect 
and patron alike assigned to rooms devoted to the storage and 
display of cultural or natural artifacts. In contrast, the public 
reading rooms were perceived as of secondary importance; thus, 
they sit on the building's cross axis (Fig. 5). Unlike their more 
monumental counterparts, these rooms have an almost domestic 
scale, thanks to their alcoves, inglenooks, and lower ceilings. 
At the intersection of these two axes stood the delivery desk, 
staffed by the librarian, who mediated, both literally and figu- 
ratively, the user's experience of the books. 
Finally, Richardson clothed the building in a formal vocab- 
ulary borrowed from the Romanesque. This stylistic mode had 
two advantages. First, it seemed appropriate to the building type, 
given the library's predecessors in medieval monasteries. Second, 
a style that often juxtaposed elements of different sizes was well 
suited to a building in which so many different functions would 
be expressed on the exterior. 
Yet, in the very years that Richardson was refining his library 
formula, professional librarians emerged as another force in 
American library design. From the moment the American Li- 
brary Association was founded in 1876, librarians began using 
their collective voice to condemn the physical ayout of libraries 
designed by architects. As early as 1879, librarian William Poole 
told an audience of his colleagues at the fourth annual ALA 
convention his rule of thumb for planning a library: "Avoid 
everything that pertains to the plan and arrangement of the 
conventional American library building.""11 
If architects took Poole's comments as a direct attack on their 
professional acumen, they did nothing more than interpret the 
spirit of his words. In fact, Poole's comments were only the 
opening shots of a long, intense battle between architects and 
librarians over which professional group should prevail in mat- 
ters of library planning. By asserting their particular aptitude in 
this area, librarians hoped to enlarge the body of knowledge in 
which they could claim expertise. In doing so, they sought to 
advance their struggle for professional recognition, even as ar- 
chitects were seeking to consolidate their own hold on profes- 
sional stature. 
Despite its competitive nature, the debate was firmly rooted 
in practical considerations of library administration. While it 
took several decades for librarians to settle on the ideal form 
for a small public library, they agreed from the start on the evils 
of the alcoved bookhall.12 Unimpressed by a pedigree that ex- 
tended back to sixteenth-century Europe, librarians complained 
about every aspect of this distinguished book-storage system. 
11. W. F. Poole, "Library Buildings," LibraryJournal, IV, 1879, 293. 
12. Breisch, "Small Libraries," 147. 
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Fig. 5. Winn Library. Reading room (photograph by Baldwin Coolidge, courtesy of the Society for the 
Preservation of New England Antiquities). 
The alcoves, they noted, were impossible to supervise from a 
single vantage point, requiring libraries of this design to bar 
patrons from entering the bookhall itself. Responsibility for 
retrieving books fell to a library clerk, who, in order to get a 
book from the upper level, had to cross the length of the hall, 
climb a precarious spiral staircase, locate the book at the upper 
level, and retrace his steps to the librarian stationed at the de- 
livery desk in the next room. As if exhausting the clerk were 
not bad enough, galleried bookhalls threatened the safety of the 
books as well. As librarians like Poole were quick to point out, 
it was impossible to heat the ground floor of a galleried bookhall 
to a comfortable temperature without overheating the upper 
levels and damaging the books.13 
In addition to these specific grievances against the bookhall, 
librarians took offense at the general state of affairs in which 
visual effect took precedence over the requirements of easy li- 
brary administration. At the 1882 ALA meeting, for instance, 
Poole condemned Smithmeyer and Pelz's design for the new 
Library of Congress, not only because of its galleried book- 
storage system, but also because it would "make a show build- 
ing" and would be "needlessly extravagant" in its search for 
"what is falsely called 'architectural effect.' 
",14 
Despite the time and attention that librarians devoted to the 
question of library planning in the last decades of the nineteenth 
century, they rarely had a chance to put their own ideas into 
practice. Whether clothed in its original Romanesque mode, in 
the Queen Anne style, or even in classical garb, the Richard- 
sonian type equipped with the alcoved bookhall served as the 
model for small public libraries.15 
The question, then, is, Why was the Richardsonian type so 
popular? It is tempting to explain the phenomenon as the result 
of a childlike innocence on the part of library trustees. After 
all, many towns that received library buildings in this era had 
neither an existing library nor a resident librarian. In many cases, 
the trustees did not think about hiring a librarian until after the 
building was under construction. 
Contemporary librarians were much less generous in their 
assessment of the Richardsonian phenomenon. Poole himself, 
at yet another ALA conference, painted the typical board of 
library directors as a group of dullards who tended "to look 
13. Poole, "Library Buildings," 293. 
14. W. F. Poole, "Progress of Library Architecture," LibraryJournal, 
VII, 1882, 132. 
15. Romanesque xamples of the type include the Richmond Me- 
morial Library in Batavia, N.Y., by J. C. Cutler (1887-1889); the Acton 
Memorial Library in Acton, Mass., by Hartwell and Richardson (1888- 
1889); and the Ansonia Public Library in Ansonia, Conn., by George 
Keller (1891). The Easthampton (Mass.) Public Library by Peabody and 
Stearns (1880-1881) and the Greenwich (Conn.) Public Library by 
Lamb and Rich (1895-1896) are Queen Anne and classical versions, 
respectively. Breisch, "Small Libraries," 267-268, 285-288. 
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around for a library building which had galleries and alcoves, 
and to reproduce its general plan, and as much of its details as 
they could pay for. They usually copied its worst features."'16 
The tenor of his other comments make it clear that Poole and 
most of his colleagues harbored the suspicion that donors and 
architects alike shared a love of the monumental for its own 
sake. 
While it is easy to imagine a donor relishing the comparison 
of his gift to one of the great European libraries of the past, the 
appeal of Richardson's library formula is more deep-seated than 
mere vanity. Richardson's libraries were so popular because they 
were particularly successful at articulating the family metaphor 
that sustained nineteenth-century philanthropy. While the dou- 
ble-height bookhall lent the building the monumental scale of 
a public place, the fact that users could not enter the hall re- 
minded them that they had access to these fine library facilities 
only by the grace of the donor. At the same time, the reading 
room, with its inglenooks and its massive fireplace (typically 
with a portrait of the donor over the mantel), had a domestic 
scale and the coziness that played such an important part in the 
Victorian ideal of home. Library users were at once in a public 
institution and in the bosom of their extended family. In short, 
the architectural products of nineteenth-century philanthropy 
worked in tandem with the cultural assumptions that supported 
benevolent activities. 
Andrew Carnegie enters the philanthropic game 
When asked to explain why he chose to channel his phil- 
anthropic energies into the building of public libraries, Andrew 
Carnegie always told the story of Colonel James Anderson of 
Allegheny City, Pennsylvania. One day each week, in the years 
before the Civil War, Anderson had opened his personal ibrary 
to the working boys of his neighborhood. As one of those boys, 
young Carnegie treasured the time he spent in the Colonel's 
library. In his Autobiography, he credited the library with in- 
stilling in him a love of literature, with steering him "clear of 
low fellowship and bad habits," and with opening to him "the 
precious treasures of knowledge and imagination through which 
youth may ascend."'17 Since Carnegie understood this ascent in 
both spiritual and material terms, he felt he owed a great part 
of his undeniable material success to the education that Colonel 
Anderson's library had afforded him. 
Carnegie's anecdotal explanation is often repeated, in large 
part because it fits so closely with the Carnegie myth. Propagated 
by Carnegie himself and perpetuated by a host of subsequent 
writers, the Carnegie myth closely resembles Horatio Alger's 
rags-to-riches tales. Starting with Carnegie's birth in Scotland 
in 1835, the myth emphasizes the dire straits of the linen weav- 
er's family impoverished by the advent of the power loom. It 
follows thirteen-year-old Andrew's immigration to the United 
States with his family in 1848, and it stresses the inexorable 
quality of his rise to greatness. His promotions from bobbin boy 
in a textile factory to telegraph operator to railroad supervisor 
to millionaire steel manufacturer are presented as plausible and 
inevitable. In most accounts, the rags-to-riches myth ends in 
1901, when Carnegie sold his steel company for $480,000,000 
to J. P. Morgan, who thereupon congratulated his longtime 
rival on becoming "the richest man in the world."'"18 
The Carnegie myth is history of a highly subjective sort, the 
facts of Carnegie's biography manipulated in order to serve the 
story's rhetorical logic. The immigrant boy's poverty, for in- 
stance, is exaggerated in order to throw the steel manufacturer's 
wealth into bolder relief. At the same time, by attributing Car- 
negie's meteoric rise to his strength of character, the myth 
obscures Carnegie's considerable contributions to American 
business practices. One must read business history to discover 
that Carnegie invented cost accounting, pioneering the practice 
on the railroad and later using it in steel manufacturing to 
undersell his competitors without undercutting his profit mar- 
gin.19 
Despite these manipulations, the Carnegie myth is based in 
fact, and the young Scot's early interest in philanthropy is borne 
out by the historical evidence. Indeed, Carnegie was a young 
man of thirty-three when he first expressed his intention to use 
his surplus wealth for charitable purposes. An inveterate planner, 
Carnegie sketched out in writing a future for himself that in- 
cluded a few years' study at Oxford, followed by a well-ordered 
existence in London, "taking a part in public matters especially 
those connected with education & improvement of the poorer 
classes."20 
In fact, Carnegie's future did not correspond directly with 
this 1868 daydream. His study-sojourn in Oxford never ma- 
terialized, and he delayed another eighteen years before taking 
up philanthropy in earnest. Yet the date of the daydream, its 
London locale, and its educational emphasis are indicative of 
Carnegie's familiarity with and respect for a man like George 
Peabody. Although Carnegie brought ideas of his own to his 
career in benevolence, his earliest philanthropic efforts were 
informed by the example of postwar philanthropists of Pea- 
body's ilk. 
Carnegie's mature ideas about benevolence were first pre- 
sented for public consumption in two articles, "Wealth" and 
16. W. F. Poole, "Small Library Buildings," LibraryJournal, X, 1885, 
250. 
17. A. Carnegie, Autobiography, Boston and New York, 1920, 46- 
47. 
18. Morgan's comments are quoted in H. C. Livesay, Andrew Carnegie 
and the Rise of Big Business, Boston and Toronto, 1975, 188. 
19. For the facts of Carnegie's biography, see J. F. Wall, Andrew 
Carnegie, Pittsburgh, 1989. For a brief introduction to Carnegie's busi- 
ness practices, see Livesay, Carnegie and Big Business. 
20. Carnegie's notes to himself are quoted in Livesay, Carnegie and 
Big Business, 72. 
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"The Best Fields for Philanthropy," published in the North 
American Review in 1889 and later published together under the 
title "The Gospel of Wealth" and Other Timely Essays.21 Aimed at 
the educated readership of the Review, these articles outlined 
lessons that Carnegie hoped his fellow millionaires would take 
to heart. In Carnegie's own words, 
The main consideration should be to help those who will help them- 
selves; to provide part of the means by which those who desire to 
improve may do so; to give those who desire to rise the aids by which 
they may rise; to assist, but rarely or never to do all.22 
In short, Carnegie warned the philanthropist to protect himself 
against the risk of throwing away his money on someone with- 
out the strength of character to make the best use of it. 
Going on to explain that "neither the race nor the individual 
is improved by almsgiving," Carnegie hinted at the terrible 
results of an ill-spent philanthropic dollar. Not only did it risk 
the ruin of individuals; it also threatened the inevitable progress 
of the age. The danger was particularly dire at the individual 
level, where indiscriminate charity would certainly "sap the 
foundation of manly independence" of the not-yet-deserving 
poor and destroy his chance of reaching the requisite stage of 
deservedness.23 
Inherent in Carnegie's statement was the contradictory idea 
that only those who did not need help were eligible to receive 
it. In Carnegie's defense, he did not manufacture this contra- 
diction; rather, he inherited it from a long tradition of Protestant 
liberalism, a tradition that reveals itself again and again in the 
Biblical rhetoric of "The Gospel of Wealth." Like his prede- 
cessors, Carnegie believed that wealth was a clear sign of the 
intellectual and moral capacity of the wealthy, whose natural 
place it was to act as the stewards of their wealth for the good 
of the community. 
If Carnegie's concern with distinguishing the deserving poor 
from their undeserving fellows would have been familiar to any 
of his nineteenth-century predecessors, his actions would have 
seemed equally conventional. Like Peabody and others, Car- 
negie began his philanthropic career by extending gifts only to 
towns with which he had some sort of personal connection. An 
1881 gift to Dumfernline, Scotland, gave the poor weaver's son 
a chance to flaunt his millions to the residents of his hometown. 
Over the next twenty years, Carnegie included the United States 
in his library benefactions, offering relatively large cash gifts to 
a handful of towns on both sides of the Atlantic. Five of the 
six American towns to receive Carnegie gifts in this period had 
played a significant role in the donor's life.24 Allegheny City, 
Pennsylvania, had been Carnegie's first home in the United 
States, and in 1886 it became the first American city to receive 
a Carnegie library gift. The next gift went to Pittsburgh, the 
city just across the Allegheny River and the site of the head- 
quarters of Carnegie's steel empire. Subsequent gifts went to 
three other Pennsylvania towns: Johnstown, near the South 
Fork Fishing and Hunting Club, to which Carnegie belonged; 
and Braddock and Homestead, both sites of Carnegie steel 
works.25 
Having patterned his initial forays into philanthropy on the 
paternalistic model of the late nineteenth century, Carnegie 
adopted a similar attitude toward the architectural form of his 
libraries as well. This attitude is particularly apparent at the 
Carnegie Library of Allegheny City. There, responsibility for 
the building fell to a library commission comprised of six mem- 
bers, half appointed by Carnegie and half appointed by the city. 
Fixing upon a competition as the best means of securing plans 
for the building, the commission invited seven architectural 
firms to compete.26 Two of those firms had Richardsonian con- 
nections: Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge was Richardson's uc- 
cessor firm, and C. L. Eidlitz had served as Richardson's col- 
laborator on the New York State Capitol in Albany. Their 
appearance on the list of invitees reveals the extent to which 
the library commission acknowledged Richardson's town library 
designs as appropriate models for Allegheny City. 
Another firm invited to compete was Smithmeyer and Pelz, 
whose principals were still involved in the design of the Library 
of Congress. This choice not only confirms the commission's 
pretensions to grandeur; it is also revealing in what it says about 
the board's attitude toward the library design controversy that 
was raging about them in the late 1880s. Perhaps the commis- 
sioners did not recognize librarians' complaints about the book- 
hall as an indictment of Richardson's elegant buildings. It is 
impossible, however, to imagine that they misread Poole's un- 
equivocal condemnation of Smithmeyer and Pelz's Library of 
Congress design, published four years earlier in the ALA's Li- 
brary Journal. 
Was this a deliberate snub to librarians, or merely a product 
of the commissioners' ignorance about the current debate? Ex- 
21. A. Carnegie, "Wealth," North American Review, CXLVIII, 1889, 
653-664; "The Best Fields for Philanthropy," North American Review, 
CXLIX, 1889, 682-690. Reprinted in A. Carnegie, "The Gospel of 
Wealth" and Other Timely Essays, New York, 1901. 
22. Carnegie, "Wealth," 663. 
23. Quoted in T. W. Koch, A Book of CarnegieLibraries, White Plains, 
N.Y., 1917, 7-8. 
24. The exception is Fairfield, Iowa, which received a relatively small 
grant of $30,000 in 1892. G. Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries: Their History 
and Impact on American Public Library Development, Chicago, 1969, 13. 
25. Although it did not receive its Carnegie grant until 1901, Du- 
quesne, Pa., was the site of another Carnegie-owned steel plant and was 
treated just as Braddock and Homestead had been a decade earlier. 
Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries, 77. 
26. They were C. L. Eidlitz and George B. Post, both of New York; 
Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge of Brookline, Mass.; J. W. McLaughlin 
of Cincinnati; E. E. Myers and Son of Detroit; William Halsey Wood 
of Newark; and Smithmeyer and Pelz of Washington, D.C. L. Wales, 
Souvenir-Opening of Carnegie Free Library and Carnegie Hall Presented by 
Mr. Andrew Carnegie to Allegheny City, [Allegheny City], 1890, 15. 
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Fig. 6. Smithmeyer and Pelz, Carnegie Library and Music Hall, Al- 
legheny City (now Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania, 1886-1890. View from 
southwest (Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh). 
isting information about the program devised as a guide for the 
competitors uggests some of each. The program originally sent 
to competing architects in July 1886 no longer exists, but the 
requirements were murky enough to prompt a number of com- 
petitors to write for clarification.27 Inresponse, the commission 
resolved that "plans may provide for placing of books in alcoves 
or stacks, in whole or in part."28 The imprecise nature of the 
original program suggests that the commissioners were ignorant 
of the importance that librarians attached to the choice of a 
book-storage system. Their clarification, however, continued to 
allow the use of alcoves, mentioning stacks almost as an after- 
thought. The commissioners, it seems, were fundamentally un- 
concerned about the issues involved. 
Despite lavish praise in the professional press for the "refined" 
French Gothic design submitted by the local architect W. S. 
Frazer, Smithmeyer and Pelz's design received the unanimous 
approval of the building committee, and of Carnegie himself, 
in December 1886.29 As built, the building was an asymmetrical 
mass dominated by a clock tower and cloaked in a medieval 
vocabulary (Figs. 6-8). The entrance to the library proper was 
on the western, Federal Street, faCade. It gave directly onto the 
lobby dominated by a large marble stair (Fig. 9). To the south 
of the lobby, the small, square trustees' room enjoyed a prom- 
inent location in the base of the clock tower. To the east of the 
lobby lay the delivery room, the library's organizational core 
(Fig. 10). As originally planned, the rooms north of the delivery 
room were off limits to the public. On axis with the delivery 
room, the largest of these staff rooms was the bibliographic 
room, which gave access to the three stack rooms and a repair 
room to the west. 
The main reading room, ending with an octagonal bay, was 
south of the delivery room and on axis with it and with the 
bibliographic room. East of the reading room was the much 
smaller ladies' reading room, from which opened the ladies' 
toilet. East of the delivery room were the men's toilet and the 
librarian's office. Since both the library commission and the 
architects assumed that librarianship would remain a male pro- 
fession, these last two rooms communicated directly with one 
another, as well as with the delivery room. 
The usable area of the library's second floor was limited by 
the skylight that illuminated the first-floor delivery room (Fig. 
8). The principal rooms on the second level were north of the 
stair hall and included the art gallery (above the stack rooms) 
and print gallery (above the repair room). The area above the 
bibliographic room, not interior space when the building was 
first completed, was left available for subsequent expansion. 
South of the lobby, above the trustees' room, a stair hall in the 
clock tower led up to a room designated for scientific lectures 
(above the main reading room) and another set aside for the 
storage of chemical apparatus used during lectures (above the 
ladies' reading room). 
Without interior communication with the library, the music 
hall had a separate entrance on Ohio Street. The lobby, with 
cloak room and ticket office, led into the music hall proper, 
where an organ (paid for by an additional Carnegie gift of 
$10,000) loomed over the stage in the far wall. Cantilevered 
galleries provided a second level of seating, reached from stairs 
on either side of the lobby. 
Despite the commissioners' initial nonchalance about library 
administration, the building constructed under their aegis cor- 
rected many of the worst errors of conventional nineteenth- 
century library design. Gone were the alcoved bookhalls dear 
to Richardson's heart. In their place, single-height stack rooms 
mitigated the damaging effects of central heating and saved the 
steps of library assistants ent into the inner sanctum to retrieve 
requested volumes. Even the official response of the professional 
27. Given the history of conflict between the library and architectural 
professions, it seems ironic that architects raised the question of book 
storage. Yet Poole's pointed critique of the Library of Congress may 
have prompted Smithmeyer and Pelz and their fellow competitors to 
pay particularly close attention to this aspect of the program. 
28. Wales, Souvenir, 17. 29. Ibid., 17. 
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Fig. 7. Carnegie Library, Allegheny City. First-floor plan: A, music 
hall; B, lobby; C, librarian's office; D, men's toilet; E, women's toilet; 
F, ladies' reading room; G, bibliographic room; H, delivery room; I, 
reading room; J, repair room; K, L, M, stack rooms; N, stairhall; 0, 
trustees' room (redrawn from the Library Journal, XVIII, 1893, 289). 
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Fig. 8. Carnegie Library, Allegheny City. Second-floor plan: P, upper 
part of music hall; Q, apparatus room; R, lecture room; S, print room; 
T, art gallery; U, upper part of stairhall (reconstructed from the Library 
Journal, XVIII, 1893, 289). 
Fig. 9. Carnegie Library, Allegheny City. Lobby (Photo Archives of 
the Allegheny Regional Branch, The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh). 
Fig. 10. Carnegie Library, Allegheny City. Delivery room, c. 1930. 
The bookshelves and railing are not original; they were probably added 
c. 1915, when an addition to the north side of the building prompted 
a shift in room use (Photo Archives of the Allegheny Regional Branch, 
The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh). 
Credit for incorporating these innovations into the building 
belongs to Smithmeyer and Pelz, whose Library of Congress 
experience made them uniquely and acutely aware of Poole's 
ideas of library planning. Indeed, there are many similarities 
between the Allegheny City plan and an ideal plan for a small 
library that Poole had published in the Library ournal just nine 
months before the Allegheny City competition was announced 
(Fig. 11).31 In both schemes, the user came first into a lobby 
that gave access to the trustees' room and staircase. In both, the 
entrance was on the building's short axis, while the book-storage 
library community, published in 1893 in the Library Journal, 
steered clear of the vituperative attack that many other library 
buildings elicited from librarians.30 
30. "The Carnegie Free Library, Allegheny, Pa.," Library Journal, 
XVIII, 1893, 288-290. 31. Poole, "Small Library Buildings," 250-256. 
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Fig. 11. William Poole, Small library building, project, 1885. Plan: A, 
reference room; B, ladies' reference room; C, book room; D, delivery 
room; E, periodical and newspaper room; F, librarian's office; G, lobby; 
H, directors' room (redrawn from the Library Journal, X, 1885, 253). 
room, the delivery room, and the largest reading room (in Poole's 
plan, identified as the periodical and newspaper room) were 
organized on the long axis.32 In both, the delivery room was 
located at the intersection of these two axes. Finally, both Poole's 
scheme and the Allegheny City plan maintained the practice of 
gender segregation.33 
Despite these planning similarities, the Smithmeyer and Pelz 
plan departed from Poole's ideal in tone and character. In order 
to accommodate the complex relationship between the donor 
and the user, the Allegheny City library was more monumental 
than Poole's ideal. In the real building, for instance, an imposing 
stairway dominated the lobby, instead of hiding demurely in a 
stair tower that would have been all but invisible to anyone 
entering Poole's hypothetical plan (Fig. 9). Likewise, the de- 
livery room at Allegheny City was an imposing room with a 
high ceiling and ample proportions; at 36 ft. x 40 ft., it was 
more than twice the size of Poole's (Fig. 10). In addition, each 
surface was elaborately decorated: overhead was a skylight of 
stained glass, underfoot were mosaic floors covered in "chaste 
arabesques surrounding the words ... 'Carnegie Free Library,' "
and on the walls was a friezelike blind arcade inscribed with 
the names of twenty-five American authors.34 While Poole's 
delivery room was a void at the center of a centrifugally or- 
ganized collection of rooms, the delivery room of the Allegheny 
City library focused inward on a massive fireplace. Above its 
mantel a portrait of Carnegie, donated by the commissioners 
from their personal funds, invited library users to pause and 
ponder their debt to Carnegie's liberality. 
At the same time, the Smithmeyer and Pelz building was also 
more intimate and inviting than Poole's ideal. In the real build- 
ing, the entrance to the delivery room from a door in the corner 
mitigated the ritualistic quality that might have resulted from 
a more formal, axial approach. The specially shaped reading 
room and the alcove that served as the ladies' reading room 
were also important physical reminders of domesticity, intended 
to convey a sense of homeyness to the readers. 
As built, the Allegheny City library reminded library users 
that they were near the bottom of a library hierarchy that started 
with Carnegie and descended through the trustees, to the male 
librarian, to the female library clerks, and only then to the library 
users. Even here, the social and spatial hierarchy favored male 
readers over female ones. Yet, at the same time, the homey 
touches encouraged the reader to think that the hierarchy was 
sustained not just by dint of brute economic power but also by 
mutual love and respect, as in an extended family. The library 
user might then look upon Carnegie as a rich uncle, who de- 
served respect, obedience, and affection, and whose affection in 
return precluded any class resentment. 
An anonymous article that appeared in the Pittsburgh Bulletin 
at the time of the library dedication reveals that contemporary 
observers interpreted the building's meaning in just this way. 
Although the bulk of the article is a straightforward escription 
of the new building, scattered comments reveal the author's 
precise understanding of the building's spatial and social hier- 
archy. The trustees' room, for example, he described as "a high- 
wainscoted, dignified-looking apartment sacred to the one which 
its name implies," a room that "the light enters ... in a dim 
religious way, through stained glass windows high above the 
floor." Likewise, when the writer called the book stacks "the 
Holy of Holies in this literary temple," he used religious terms 
to articulate the message that the building's design conveyed to 
users: mere mortals were not welcome in every part of this 
cultural institution.35 
The monumentality of the two main public spaces was not 
lost on the reporter from the Bulletin. He noted, for instance, 
that "the main staircase claims notice for its graceful sweep as 
well as its solidity and beauty." In the same vein, the delivery 
room (he calls it the "reception room") seemed to him "a lofty 
apartment, its ample skylight reaching from wall to wall."36 32. In Poole's plan, the reading room is identified as the periodical 
and newspaper room; this reflects a common practice in the late nine- 
teenth century, when libraries provided reading areas for those who 
could not afford to have the daily paper delivered to their homes. 
33. Poole even advocated separate windows at the delivery desk, one 
for ladies, the other for gents. Ibid., 255. 
34. Wales, Souvenir, 21. 
35. "Andrew Carnegie's Gift," The Bulletin, c. February 1890, pre- 
served in the Carnegie Corporation Archives (CCA). 
36. Ibid., n.p. 
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From the even tone of the article, it is clear that the writer 
found these monumental elements completely appropriate to 
this type of public building. 
Yet the writer used the same approving tone to comment on 
the library's cozy touches-the comfortable chairs, the electrical 
and gas fittings, the sanitary conveniences-that "make the place 
an ideal one for the enjoyment of a favorite author." In short, 
the writer was undisturbed that a public institution should also 
offer its patrons the "forgetfulness of care" that was usually 
relegated to the domestic sphere in the late nineteenth century. 
Commenting matter-of-factly that the open fireplace "greet[s] 
the visitor right cheerily from the base of a monster mantel- 
piece," the writer was evidently undisturbed by the brutal jux- 
taposition of monumental and domestic imagery. Deprived of 
its functional purpose by the building's system of central heat- 
ing, the fireplace played a largely symbolic role: a shrine to the 
donor, it was the only appropriate spot for Carnegie's portrait, 
"an object that must, on opening day and thereafter, attract he 
most roving attention.""37 
By the end of this imaginary tour of the building, it seems 
clear that part of the article's purpose was instructive; the writer 
hoped to teach his readers how to think and behave appropriately 
in their new public library. Referring to the city with feminine 
pronouns, the writer closed his piece with an admonition. The 
building, he noted, "is something to assuredly make her hold 
in perpetual gratitude the man whose liberality has been so 
fittingly and nobly embodied. .. Her people, as one man, must 
hope for the munificent donor, long years of health and pros- 
perity, and the opening ceremonies must serve to give voice to 
this feeling, while the years to come must fail to dim the mem- 
ory of the man whose heart prompted the gift, and fail to 
eradicate or weaken the sense of obligation which [Allegheny 
City] must feel toward Andrew Carnegie."38 For this anony- 
mous writer, the building was a success. More than a warehouse 
for books, it served to remind the citizens of Allegheny City of 
their undying, unpayable debt of gratitude, affection, and respect 
for the philanthropist who made it possible. 
Carnegie's reform of American philanthropy 
By the turn of the century, however, there was a shift in the 
direction of Carnegie's philanthropy. The most noticeable as- 
pect of this shift was a huge increase in the number of Carnegie 
library gifts. In 1899 alone, Carnegie promised libraries to 26 
cities, more than twice the total number of Carnegie-financed 
buildings built in the previous thirteen years. The numbers 
continued to grow, the peak coming in 1903, when Carnegie 
offered libraries to 204 towns. By 1917, Carnegie had promised 
1,679 libraries to 1,412 towns at a cost of well over $41 mil- 
lion.39 
Certainly, Carnegie had moved beyond the local level of 
giving that was characteristic of his nineteenth-century prede- 
cessors. In fact, throughout the second phase of his philanthropic 
career, Carnegie's approach to his charitable ndeavors would 
have seemed strange indeed to a George Peabody or a Charles 
Bower Winn. In contrast o Peabody's poradic method of phi- 
lanthropy that depended so much on the personal whim of the 
patron, Carnegie instituted clearly defined procedures that gave 
his dealings with individual towns the formality of a contractual 
agreement. For his part, Carnegie would give a library to any 
town with a population of at least one thousand, the amount 
of the gift usually set at $2 per capita. Recipient towns were 
required to provide a site for the library building and to tax 
themselves at an annual rate of 10 percent of the total gift, the 
funds to be used to maintain the building, to buy books, and to 
pay the salaries of the library staff.40 
The advantages of this kind of philanthropic contract were 
numerous, at least from Carnegie's point of view. First, it helped 
assure him that the recipients of his gifts were willing to do 
their part toward supporting the library, or, in the terms he 
himself had used in "The Gospel of Wealth," that he was 
helping only those who helped themselves. Second, it provided 
clear-cut policies for administering the library program, allow- 
ing Carnegie to turn over the drudgery of the day-to-day pa- 
perwork to his personal secretary, James Bertram.41 
Indeed, Bertram seems to have been responsible for intro- 
ducing many refinements to Carnegie's new system of library 
philanthropy. Over the years, he put into place an easily ad- 
ministered procedure for dealing with requests. Upon receiving 
an inquiry, Bertram sent a schedule of questions to be answered 
by the town's officials. This form asked for the town's popu- 
lation and for information on the existing library (if any), in- 
cluding the number of books in its collection and the previous 
year's circulation statistics. It also asked how the library was 
housed (including the number and measurements of the rooms 
and their uses) and the state of the library's finances (including 
a breakdown of its receipts and expenditures). Finally, it asked 
37. Ibid., n.p. 
38. Ibid., n.p. 
39. The expansion of the Carnegie library program was not limited 
to the United States. An additional 828 libraries were built in many 
parts of the English-speaking world, including England, Scotland, Can- 
ada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and the West Indies. F. 
Anderson, Carnegie Corporation Library Program, 1911-1961, New York, 
1963, 4-5. 
40. Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries, 40, 43-45. 
41. James Bertram (1872-1934) was born near Edinburgh and had 
worked for railroad and mining interests in Scotland and South Africa 
before becoming Carnegie's confidential secretary in 1897. Bertram 
remained in that post until Carnegie's death in 1919, and he continued 
to serve as secretary of the Carnegie Corporation until his own death 
fifteen years later. F. P. Hill,James Bertram: An Appreciation, New York, 
1936, 15-21. 
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the amount the town council was willing to pledge for annual 
maintenance if the town should receive a library, whether there 
was a site available, and the amount of money collected toward 
the new building.42 
If the population was large enough, the annual appropriation 
high enough, and the existing library facilities poor enough, 
the town had a good chance of securing a library offer from 
Carnegie. Bertram then sent a form letter, making an offer and 
stating that the funds would be available as soon as the recipient 
town submitted a copy of the resolution of council promising 
an annual tax levy for library purposes.43 Once the resolution 
was in hand, Bertram contacted Robert Franks, treasurer of the 
Carnegie Steel Company, who established an account in the 
name of the town. Recipient towns received their Carnegie 
grants in installments, only after sending Franks an architect's 
certificate verifying that the sum requested corresponded with 
completed work. 
These procedural changes reveal much about Carnegie's at- 
titude toward his philanthropic activities in this period. Jetti- 
soning the family model that had supported his earliest bene- 
factions, Carnegie embraced the corporation as the driving 
metaphor for the entire philanthropic enterprise. Applying the 
principles of efficiency that he had developed for his railroad 
and manufacturing concerns, Carnegie centralized decision 
making, regularized procedures, and limited the possibilities for 
making mistakes. Instead of becoming personally involved with 
the administration of his philanthropies, Carnegie established 
procedures that allowed others to carry out his policies. Abstract, 
quantitative criteria (which could be applied by anyone) replaced 
subjective judgments (which could be made only by the phi- 
lanthropist himself). What is more, these procedures included 
checks and balances that distributed responsibility and ensured 
that the smooth functioning of the system depended on no single 
person. 
The legal acknowledgment of the corporate nature of Car- 
negie's philanthropic reforms came in 1911. In that year, in the 
music room of his Fifth Avenue mansion, in the presence of his 
wife and daughter, he presided over the first meeting of the 
Carnegie Corporation, the corporate body chartered to admin- 
ister the library program (Fig. 12). The date is less significant 
than the name. After all, Carnegie began reorganizing his phil- 
anthropic activities around 1899, and in the intervening years 
he had merely refined the system with Bertram's help. In es- 
tablishing one of the first modern foundations, however, Car- 
negie did not have a term to distinguish a corporate body whose 
purpose was to make money from a corporate body whose pur- 
pose was to give it away. Thus, it was, and remains, the Carnegie 
Corporation. 
Defining "the modern library idea" 
This reform of American library philanthropy virtually guar- 
anteed that the Carnegie libraries built in the twentieth century 
would differ from their nineteenth-century predecessors. The 
corporate metaphor that sustained the new philanthropy was 
fundamentally at odds with the family imagery of nineteenth- 
century libraries influenced by Richardson's designs. What is 
more, Carnegie's philanthropic reforms, and particularly his 
insistence on public support for his gifts, changed the perception 
of these buildings in important ways. Elaborate structures were 
fine for a library both built and supported by private funding, 
but a library maintained with funds drawn from public coffers 
had to convey its fiscal responsibility in its smaller size and more 
modest demeanor. The new formula for determining the dollar 
amount of each gift ensured that this new generation of Car- 
negie buildings would be smaller and less elaborate than their 
predecessors, while Carnegie's new program requirements (lim- 
iting the building's facilities to library functions and a small 
lecture hall) were also intended to help recipient towns stay 
within their more conservative budgets. 
The timing of Carnegie's reforms is also significant, in that 
it coincided with independent changes in the basic philosophy 
of library administration. The traditional understanding of the 
library as a treasure house, protecting its books from untrust- 
worthy readers, was falling out of currency. Increasingly, the 
library profession sought to use the public library to bring readers 
and books together, rather than keeping them apart. According 
to librarian Arthur E. Bostwick, "the modern library idea" was 
characterized by public support, open shelves, work with chil- 
dren, cooperation with schools, branch libraries, traveling li- 
braries, and library advertising.44 
Service to children was the first feature of "the modern library 
idea" to receive serious consideration. As early as 1876, librarian 
William I. Fletcher pointed out the inconsistencies between the 
library's claim to an educational function and the usual practice 
of barring children under twelve from public library use. Con- 
cern for the safety of the books, however, continued to outweigh 
the educational mission of the library for another ten years. 
Even in the 1880s, experiments in this area met with limited 
success. In New York City, a children's library established in 
1885 was closed in the early 1890s when adult readers com- 
plained about the noise that children made as they climbed the 
stairs to their third-floor reading room.45 The provision for free 
access to book shelves got an even slower start. Condemned 
outright by Melvil Dewey in 1877, the practice was still the 
subject of lively debate at professional meetings a decade later.46 
42. Three versions of this questionnaire are reprinted in Bobinski, 
Carnegie Libraries, 203-205. 
43. Ibid., 205-206. 
44. A. E. Bostwick, The American Public Library, New York and 
London, 1910, 8-9. 
45. H. Long, Public Library Service to Children: Foundation and Devel- 
opment, Metuchen, N.J., 1969, 80-94. 
46. Bostwick, American Public Library, 9. 
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Fig. 12. First meeting of the Carnegie Corporation, 1911. Standing, left to right: Henry S. Pritchett, James 
Bertram, Charles L. Taylor, Robert A. Franks. Seated, left to right: William N. Frew, Robert S. Woodward, 
Elihu Root, Andrew Carnegie, Margaret Carnegie, Louise Whitfield Carnegie (used by permission of 
Carnegie Corporation of New York). 
The 1890s were the turning point in both these develop- 
ments. Although an 1893 survey of 126 public libraries revealed 
that over 70 percent maintained an age limit of at least twelve 
years, the libraries that admitted children often made a special 
attempt to provide a place for them. The Hartford (Connecticut) 
Public Library established a corner of the main reading room 
for children's use in the early 1890s, while in Pawtucket, Rhode 
Island, a children's corner was specially fitted with low tables 
and chairs.47 By 1897, a survey conducted by the editors of 
Public Libraries revealed that libraries in Boston, Brookline, 
Cambridge, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Kalamazoo, 
and Denver all provided separate children's rooms for their 
young readers; in at least four cases, these rooms had been opened 
within the previous two years.48 By the turn of the century, 
most librarians regarded a separate children's room as a necessary 
component of the public library.49 
Although the question of free access to books was still hotly 
debated in the 1890s, large urban libraries joined the ranks of 
those institutions experimenting with open shelves. Of partic- 
ular note was the Cleveland (Ohio) Public Library, which of- 
fered unrestricted access to all'books at all hours beginning in 
1890. Allaying fears about the wholesale theft of books, librarian 
William Howard Brett reported to the ALA that the practice 
had served to increase the library's circulation.50 
By the end of the decade, other writers expanded explicitly 
upon this theme. By 1897, John Cotton Dana argued that the 
substantial decrease in the cost of modern books made obsolete 
the conventional definition of the library as "simply a storehouse 
of treasures." Instead of using the delivery counter as a physical 
and symbolic barrier between the reader and the books, the new 
library should allow the reader to move among the shelves, to 
enjoy "the touch of the books themselves, the joy of their 
immediate presence." Comparing book selection to shopping, 
Dana implored his colleagues to treat readers with the same 
consideration and trust that ready-made clothing stores extended 
to their customers. The pleasure involved in the open library, 
Dana argued, would not only bring in more readers; it would 
also encourage "reading of a higher grade." Far from subverting 
the educational aims of the public library, open shelves would 
facilitate their implementation.51 
Dana realized that his comparison of cultural and commercial 
institutions constituted an abrupt departure from conventional 
ideas of library administration. Indeed, he emphasized the rad- 
ical nature of this shift in his language, referring to the modern 
public library as "a book laboratory." At the same time, he drew 
47. Long, Library Service to Children, 80-94. 
48. "Reading Rooms for Children," Public Libraries, II, 1897, 125- 
131. 
49. Bostwick, American Public Library, 13. 
50. Ibid., 10. 
51. J. C. Dana, "The Public and Its Public Library," Appletons' Pop- 
ular Science Monthly, LI, 1897, 244-245. 
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Fig. 13. Smith and Gutterson, Carnegie Library, Ottumwa, Iowa, opened 
1902. Perspective drawing (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 30). 
on this analogy from the industrial world to suggest changes in 
library design. Moving beyond what had become a standard 
critique of "architectural effects, ... imposing halls, charming 
vistas, and opportunities for decoration," Dana also explicitly 
rejected "the palace, the temple, the cathedral, the memorial 
hall, or the mortuary pile" as appropriate paradigms for library 
design. Dana suggested looking instead to "the workshop, the 
factory [and] the office building" as better models for "the book 
laboratory." The attraction is easy to see: the architectural ex- 
pression of these buildings was not based on older building types; 
rather, it had been developed in conjunction with modern func- 
tional requirements. More forcefully than any of his contem- 
poraries, Dana called for the modern library to break with the 
architectural traditions previously established for the building 
type.52 
Dana's more specific suggestions, however, point to the dif- 
ficulty of forging new planning solutions, while rejecting ev- 
erything that came before. Although Dana admired the exterior 
forms of industrial and commercial buildings, his ideal library 
did not follow the principles of open planning that characterized 
their interiors. Holding fast to the conventional idea of the 
library as a series of functionally specialized rooms, he called 
for a delivery room (with a delivery desk, information desk, and 
access to toilets and cloak rooms), a catalogue room, book rooms, 
a children's room with open shelves, a reference room, and the 
librarian's office, all in close proximity to one another. In ad- 
dition, there were to be resting rooms for assistants, class rooms, 
mending and binding rooms, and periodical and newspaper 
rooms. Although these rooms could be situated farther from the 
delivery room, they were to be located near the reference room.53 
Since no illustrations accompanied his article, it is impossible 
to know how Dana would have arranged these rooms to meet 
his demands for efficiency. Dana's progressive ideas may indeed 
have made the library more responsive to the public's need; yet, 
in expanding the range of services offered by the modern library, 
his ideas also exacerbated the problems of library design. 
Designing the modern library 
The debates of the 1890s affected library architecture at the 
turn of the century. Whether financed with Carnegie funds, 
with money donated by philanthropists working on the pater- 
nalistic model, or from public coffers, American public libraries 
reflected the unresolved conflicts over the design and function 
of the public library. 
In general, public libraries of this era were stylistically more 
consistent (Figs. 1, 13, 14, 16, and 18). In the Architectural 
Review's 1902 compilation of the best modern library design, a 
full fifty-seven of the sixty-seven public libraries included were 
classically detailed, while only five employed the Romanesque 
mode popularized by Richardson.54 Dana and subsequent writers 
on library design attributed this wholesale shift to classicism to 
the influence of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the World's 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago.55 While many prominent 
library architects were trained in the principles of the Ecole, 
that training was primarily concerned with an approach to plan- 
ning and composition; it did not promote classicism per se. 
Richardson's Romanesque Revival library designs, for instance, 
were the product of the Ecole's teaching. The shift toward 
classicism is more accurately explained as the Ecole des Beaux- 
Arts response to the new emphasis on the public nature of the 
library. Classical elements had long been part of the Ecole's 
means of expressing the caractkre of a public building and had 
enjoyed an early association with such pioneering public libraries 
as the Bibliotheque Ste.-Genevieve in Paris and the Boston 
Public Library. The classical mode also offered more specific 
symbolic opportunities; many classical ibraries were graced with 
a dome that literally and figuratively transformed the centrally 
placed delivery desk into the locus of public enlightenment. 
Even in buildings with similar classical detailing, however, 
library planning was anything but consistent. At the Parsons 
Memorial Library in Alfred, Maine, for instance, the perfect 
symmetry of the front faqade disguised the fact that the interior 
arrangements were essentially those of a Richardson library; the 
delivery desk served to keep readers out of the double-height, 
alcoved bookhall, while the reference area with its fireplace and 
52. Ibid., 247. 
53. Ibid., 249-250. 
54. C. C. Soule, "Modern Library Buildings," Architectural Review, 
IX, 1902, 1-60. 
55. Dana, "The Public and Its Library," 249; J. L. Wheeler and A. 
M. Githens, The American Public Library Building: Its Planning and Design 
with Special Reference to Its Administration a d Service, New York, 1941, 
5; H. G. Montgomery, "Blueprints and Books: American Library Ar- 
chitecture, 1860-1960," LibraryJournal, LXXXIV, 1961, 4,078. Dana's 
assessment hat the World's Columbian Exposition "delayed our [i.e., 
America's] architectural emancipation by many a long day" antedates 
Louis Sullivan's similarly dire pronouncements by twenty-seven years. 
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Fig. 14. Hartwell, Richardson and Driver, Parsons Memorial Library, Alfred, Maine, opened 1903. Ele- 
vation (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 54). 
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Fig. 15. Parsons Library. First- and second-floor plans (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 54). 
flanking window seats provided a cozy reading space distinct 
from the large reading room (Figs. 14 and 15). 
Other plan types proved more adaptable to new ideas. The 
Reyerson Public Library in Grand Rapids, Michigan, for in- 
stance, was planned around a central hall that led to reading 
rooms on either side and to a small stack room at the rear (Figs. 
16 and 17). Although the T-shaped arrangement had been pop- 
ular since the 1880s, Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge used it in 
the Grand Rapids library with greater sensitivity to current 
library debates, including a children's reading room equal in 
size to the periodical reading room.56 Juvenile readers, however, 
did not have free access to books; like their adult counterparts, 
they were required to request their reading material at the de- 
livery desk opposite the main entrance. A variation of this scheme 
replaced the rectangular book storage room with a radially ar- 
ranged, open shelving area, allowing readers supervised access 
to books (Figs. 18 and 19). Designers of many other libraries 
at the turn of the century followed no established type, exper- 
imenting instead with unique planning solutions (Fig. 20). 
The variety in approaches to library planning illustrated in 
these examples is evident in American public libraries generally 
at the turn of the century.57 To be sure, late nineteenth-century 
debates had made some impact on library design; over 85 percent 
of the public library plans included in the Architectural Review 
survey followed newer practices, providing reading rooms for 
specialized materials (including newspapers, maps, historical it- 
erature, and unspecified special collections), and over 75 percent 
included a fully fitted children's room. Yet the debates of the 
1890s had resulted in consensus on few other planning issues. 
The question of public access to books, remained particularly 
problematic at the turn of the century. Only about a quarter of 
56. For the development of the T-plan, see Breisch, "Small Librar- 
ies," 134-139, 271-280. 
57. Academic and other private libraries were not subject to the same 
debates. More trusting of their limited constituencies, they often allowed 
readers access to books, even in alcoves. 
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Fig. 16. Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge, Ryerson Public Library, Grand Rapids, Michigan, opened 1904. 
Elevation (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 45). 
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Fig. 17. Ryerson Library. First- and second-floor plans (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 45). 
the libraries surveyed followed Dana's call for completely open 
access to their book collections. Over half of the sample main- 
tained completely closed stacks, while another 15 percent pro- 
vided open access to only a small portion of their collections. 
At the same time, there was no clear agreement about the use 
of separate rooms for reference reading, for cataloguing, and 
for trustees' meetings: only 58 percent of the libraries surveyed 
included these rooms. Other room types catering to uses not 
directly associated with the book collection (rooms for group 
study, exhibition rooms, lecture halls, and club rooms) appeared 
in fewer than a third of the libraries in the sample. 
Carnegie's reform of American library architecture 
This somewhat confusing pattern of library design holds true 
for Carnegie libraries as well. Indeed, since Carnegie libraries 
account for just over 40 percent of the 1902 Architectural Review 
sample, they played a significant role in defining the general 
tendencies outlined above.58 A direct comparison of the plans 
of Carnegie and non-Carnegie libraries, however, reveals that 
58. The large proportion of Carnegie libraries in this sample is not 
surprising, given the fact that Carnegie had offered to fund the building 
of 316 public library buildings in the three preceding years. 
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Fig. 18. Penn Varney, Free Public Library, Schenectady, New York, opened 1903. Elevation (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 34). 
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Fig. 19. Public Library, Schenectady. Basement, first- and second-floor plans (Architectural Review, IX, 1902, 34). 
Carnegie-financed buildings tended to put greater emphasis on 
rooms devoted to public service. Carnegie libraries, for instance, 
were more likely to include children's rooms, reference rooms, 
and lecture halls, and less likely to reserve a room for the use 
of their trustees, than libraries funded in other ways. Particularly 
interesting is the issue of public access to their books. Like 
libraries funded from other sources, more Carnegie libraries had 
closed stacks than had open access to all books; yet the preference 
was statistically very small, with only 44 percent using closed 
stacks, while 40 percent allowed open access. In comparison, a 
true majority (68 percent) of non-Carnegie libraries maintained 
closed stacks. All told, the Carnegie libraries in the 1902 survey 
were 25 percent more likely to provide free access to the books 
than their non-Carnegie contemporaries. 
Despite these progressive tendencies in Carnegie libraries at 
the turn of the century, a clearly articulated policy toward Car- 
negie library design developed only gradually over the first 
decade of the century. Ironically, the original impetus behind 
these developments had to do more with economy than with a 
fully developed sense of public service. As Bertram later de- 
scribed the situation, "Almost every community which received 
a donation from Mr. Carnegie in years gone by to erect a library 
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Fig. 20. Edward L. Tilton, Carnegie Library, Mt. Vernon, New York, 
1903. First-floor plan (Library Journal, XXIX, 1904, frontispiece). 
bilding [sic], came back with the plea that they had used the 
mony [sic] in the bilding [sic] and had no mony [sic] left to 
purchase bookstacks and furniture." 59Additional gifts to cover 
such exigencies had, of course, been a regular part of American 
philanthropy when donors had thought of their relationship 
with their beneficiaries in familial terms. Under the tightly 
defined rules of corporate philanthropy, however, such requests 
constituted a breach of the new philanthropic contract. Starting 
about 1904, Bertram began reviewing the plans for buildings 
that ran over budget.60 By 1908, Bertram's approval was required 
on the plans of all buildings constructed with Carnegie money.61 
The advice that Bertram passed on to the recipients of Car- 
negie's gifts was hardly new, and certainly not of his own device. 
Rather, it was based directly on ideas about library administra- 
tion that librarians had espoused in the previous twenty years. 
Drawing on the writings of Poole, Dana, and others, as well as 
on his conversations with Cleveland's librarian, William How- 
ard Brett, Bertram began to see that cost overruns were the 
result of inefficient library planning, rather than the product of 
inept financial management. The planning principles espoused 
by the library profession became Bertram's catechism, and the 
spread of what he called "effective library accommodation," his 
holy mission.62 
With the intensity of a religious convert, Bertram internalized 
not only the librarians' dogma but also their prejudices. Long 
considered the natural enemy of the librarian, the architect be- 
came Bertram's personal bate noire. With Poole's admonition 
to "avoid everything that pertains to the plan and construction 
of the conventional American library building" ringing in his 
ears, Bertram suspected even the best-intentioned architects of 
leading their clients astray in matters of library planning. Ber- 
tram's attitude was succinctly expressed by Mrs. Percival Sneed, 
the librarian of the Carnegie Library in Atlanta, who did her 
best to explain the situation to the editor of the Ocala (Florida) 
Banner. As Sneed put it, 
I would like to straighten out the complete misunderstanding as to 
the attitude of the Carnegie Corporation in the matter of plans.... 
The whole matter of plans with them hinges on the fact that they 
wish the towns to get the best value for their money and they know, 
as all trained librarians know, that there are almost no architects who 
are competent to draw the interior of a library so that its adminis- 
tration will be easy and economical, unless the architect has the advice 
of an active librarian. .. It is impossible that any person whould [sic] 
have a grasp of what he plan should be unless that person has actually 
administered a library and has done work in it. This fact is unques- 
tionable and perfectly well known to all members of the library 
profession.63 
Sneed left no doubt that Bertram had decided to put Carnegie's 
support behind librarians in their battle with the architecture 
profession. 
At first, Bertram spread the gospel of "effective library ac- 
commodation" on a case-by-case basis, but eventually he took 
steps to circumvent he inefficiency of this system. In 1911, in 
the same year that the Carnegie Corporation was chartered, 
Bertram recorded the collective wisdom on progressive library 
planning, codified it into a set of six standard plans, and issued 
it in a pamphlet entitled "Notes on the Erection of Library 
Bildings [sic]."64 The production and printing history of this 
pamphlet is somewhat murky; Edward L. Tilton, a New York 
architect specializing in library design, may have had a hand in 
producing the schematic plans, while a number of librarians 
were able to critique both plans and text before the pamphlet 
59. Bertram, Letter to L. K. Johnson, 8 Feb. 1916, CCA. What at 
first appear to be misspellings are the result of a simplified spelling 
scheme that librarian Melvil Dewey convinced Carnegie to support and 
use. Thus, in some original sources quoted in this article building is 
rendered as bilding, money as mony, effective as effectiv, built as bilt, are as 
ar, have as hav, and doubt as dout. In the balance of the article, these 
words have been converted to standard English spellings. 
60. The 1904 date is suggested by Bertram's correspondence with 
Cambridge, Ohio, on 30 Jan. 1904, and with Taylorville, Ill., on 5 
Nov. 1904, CCA. 
61. Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries, 57. 
62. [J. Bertram], "Notes on the Erection of Library Bildings [sic]," 
[New York, 1911], n.p. 
63. Mrs. P. Sneed, Letter to Frank Harris, Editor, Ocala Banner, 11 
May 1915, CCA. 
64. [Bertram], "Notes," n.p. 
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was issued.65 Updated and refined five times in the next seven 
years, the "Notes" accompanied all formal offers of library gifts 
from 1911 on.66 
Two of the pamphlet's four pages were given over to text. 
Mustering what tact he could, Bertram began by explaining 
why the pamphlet was necessary. Library committees were ill 
prepared to select an appropriate library design, he explained, 
because they "are frequently composed of busy men who [lack] 
time or opportunity to obtain a knowledge of library planning." 
Architects, he warned, were equally unreliable since they "are 
liable, unconsciously, no doubt, to aim at architectural features 
and to subordinate useful accommodation." Library boards and 
their architects would do well to remember the following rule 
of thumb: "Small libraries should be planned so that one li- 
brarian can oversee the entire library from a central position."67 
The text goes on to explain how the Carnegie Corporation 
determined the amount of the gift, with the admonition that 
"there will be either a shortage of accommodation or of money 
if this primary purpose is not kept in view, viz.: TO OBTAIN 
FOR THE MONEY THE UTMOST AMOUNT OF EFFEC- 
TIVE ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH GOOD 
TASTE IN BUILDING." According to the text, the usual 
mistakes stemmed from giving too much space to the entrance 
area, delivery room, cloak rooms, toilets, and stairs.68 The new 
philanthropy encouraged neither the large expenditure nor the 
complex symbolism that served to impress Allegheny City's 
library users with the donor's generosity. 
Conspicuously lacking in Bertram's "Notes" is any mention 
of style or any discussion of beauty-in short, any of the tra- 
ditional concerns of the architect. True, the insistent symmetry 
of the plans and the reference to "good taste in building" suggest 
that Bertram may have had in mind a restrained version of the 
classicism that had been popular in public libraries since the 
turn of the century. At the same time, one of Bertram's major 
reasons for writing the pamphlet was to pressure communities 
into forgoing the high domes, classical porticoes, and monu- 
mental stairs that had graced those earlier buildings. After years 
of struggling with architects who encouraged their clients to 
go over budget, Bertram had understandably begun to equate 
architecture with extravagance. In the pamphlet's single para- 
graph on the design of library exteriors, Bertram acknowledged 
the need for "the community and architect [to] express their 
individuality," but he immediately warned against "aiming at 
such exterior effects as may make impossible an effective and 
economical layout of the interior."'69 Architecture, Bertram im- 
plied, was most apt to get in the way of effective library planning 
and could be avoided completely with no ill effects.70 
By maintaining this distinction between architecture as the 
expressive, stylistic elements on the exterior of a building, and 
building as the practical accommodation of heating, lighting, 
and structural soundness, Bertram revealed that his ideas about 
architecture were highly conventional. Bertram, however, re- 
versed the usual nineteenth-century hierarchy that assigned 
greater importance to the expressive qualities of architecture. 
Echoing the LibraryJournal's 1891 statement hat "it is far better 
that a library should be plain or even ugly, than that it should 
be inconvenient," Bertram insisted that practical matters take 
precedence over artistic expression.71 
The planning ideas Bertram espoused were presented in the 
"Notes" both in text and in schematic drawings. The ideal 
Carnegie library was a one-story rectangular building with a 
small vestibule leading directly to a single large room; where 
necessary, this room was subdivided by low bookcases that sup- 
plemented the bookshelves placed around its perimeter to hold 
the library's collection. In addition to book storage, this room 
provided reading areas for adults and children and facilities for 
the distribution of books. The basement had a lecture room, a 
heating plant, and "conveniences" for staff and patrons. Bertram 
even went as far as to suggest ceiling heights (9 to 10 ft. in the 
65. Tilton's contribution to the "Notes" remains unclear. Bertram 
certainly respected his library designs and in early 1911 (while working 
on the "Notes") mentioned him to grant recipients as an architect who 
had "successfully designed many Carnegie libraries recently." Tilton, 
however, was not alone in this honor; Carnegie's brother-in-law, Henry 
D. Whitfield, and the Chicago firm of Patton and Miller also received 
Bertram's unofficial endorsement in 1911. Tilton's own article on "Sci- 
entific Library Planning," published in the Library ournal in 1912, does 
not advocate the sort of open planning presented in the "Notes," fo- 
cusing instead on formulas for calculating square footage of library 
facilities, stack size, and electrical and heating requirements. Neither 
contemporary library literature, architectural periodicals, Carnegie Cor- 
poration correspondence, nor the pamphlet itself mentions Tilton's in- 
put. 
The first mention of Tilton's name in connection with the "Notes" 
dates from 1941, when Wheeler and Githens credit Tilton with drafting 
the plan arrangements for the "Notes" (American Public Library, 218). As Tilton's former partner, Githens was ostensibly a reliable source, and 
several subsequent authors have linked Tilton's name with the "Notes." 
Yet, since his partnership with Tilton did not begin until 1920, Githens 
lacked firsthand knowledge of these events. By the time Githens linked 
Tilton's name with the "Notes," those who could have verified the 
facts (including Bertram, Carnegie, and Tilton himself) were already dead. 
66. Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries, 58. 
67. [Bertram], "Notes," n.p. 
68. Ibid., n.p. 
69. Ibid., n.p. 
70. Neither the Carnegie Corporation nor the more loosely orga- 
nized body that preceded its incorporation in 1911 ever sent ready- 
made plans for library buildings. As a result, none of the elevations that 
grace Carnegie libraries across the country originated with the Carnegie 
Corporation, although their plans conform more or less to the schematic 
diagrams contained in Bertram's pamphlet. Far from attempting to force 
a certain mode of building upon hapless towns (a common misperception 
about the Carnegie library program that still persists), Bertram turned 
down frequent requests for ready-made plans. J. Bertram, Letter to Mrs. 
N. C. Ensign, of Madison, Ohio, 24 Nov. 1916, CCA. 
71. C. C. Soule, "Points of Agreement among Librarians as to Library 
Architecture," LibraryJournal, XVI, 17. 
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Fig. 21. James Bertram, "Notes on the Erection of Library Bildings [sic]," 1911, schematic plans A, B, 
and C (used with permission of Carnegie Corporation of New York). 
basement; 12 to 15 ft. on the first floor) and the placement of 
windows (6 ft. from the floor, to allow for shelving beneath). 
Six plans accompanied the text (Figs. 21 and 22). Diagram- 
matic in nature, they gave no indication of wall thicknesses or 
window placement. Although Bertram claimed that these plans 
were "suggestive rather than mandatory," he warned in the 
same breath that "those responsible for building projects should 
pause before aiming at radical departures."72 Variations in the 
plans accommodated differences in size and site. Plans A and B 
were closest to Bertram's ideal-a simple rectangular building 
with a central entrance on the long side. The next two responded 
to unusual sites. Plan C was meant for a site that was deeper 
than it was wide, while Plan D sought to adapt the same ar- 
rangements to a corner lot. Plans E and F used an off-center 
entrance and a single reading room to provide accommodations 
for very small libraries. Despite these differences, each plan 
followed Bertram's planning rule of thumb, allowing a single 
librarian to oversee the entire library. 
These plans are telling of Bertram's debt to late nineteenth- 
century debates about library planning. The unwavering com- 72. [Bertram], "Notes," n.p. 
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Fig. 22. James Bertram, "Notes on the Erection of Library Bildings [sic]," schematic plans D, E, and F 
(used with permission of Carnegie Corporation of New York). 
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mitment to open access to all the books in the collection and 
the emphasis on a children's reading room equal or nearly equal 
in size to the reading room for adults were, after all, ideas first 
employed in the 1890s. Perhaps the greatest contribution of the 
"Notes" was to translate the rhetoric of the 1890s into graphic 
forms that could be adapted to a wide variety of circumstances. 
At the same time, however, Bertram's pamphlet went beyond 
the writings that inspired it, pursuing the implications for plan- 
ning that were left unexplored in the library literature of the 
1890s. In 1897, Dana had suggested the factory and the office 
building as appropriate models for the modern public library 
building. Although Dana hoped for a similarly fresh approach 
to library design, his more conventional understanding of plan- 
ning prevented him from advocating any radical changes in the 
arrangement of library interiors. Only in 1911 did Bertram and 
the others involved in writing the "Notes" apply Dana's analogy 
to the realm of planning. Subdivided only by low bookcases, 
with glass partitions to buffer sound without interfering with 
visual command of the interior space, the six plans included in 
the "Notes" all used open plans like those already in place in 
department stores, factories, and skyscrapers. Having already 
made the connection between philanthropy and corporate or- 
ganization, those associated with the Carnegie program were 
in a good position to see a similar connection between library 
design and the buildings designed for corporate, commercial, 
and industrial use. 
Redefining the nature of library use 
The architectural forms advocated by the Carnegie Corpo- 
ration were intended to improve library efficiency. Yet they also 
meant fundamental changes in the way that people experienced 
the library, whether they were librarians, library board members, 
or readers. Through these plans, Carnegie, the corporate phi- 
lanthropist, encouraged activities different from those earlier 
encouraged by Carnegie, the paternalistic philanthropist. In the 
paternalistic library, the donor himself had occupied the apex 
of a pyramidal social structure, followed by the trustees, the 
librarian, and the library assistants, with male and female library 
users at the very bottom. Bertram's ideal plans reveal a different 
set of priorities. They offered a spatial blueprint for a re-sorted 
social hierarchy that minimized the differences among the sev- 
eral parties. 
In the reformed library, for instance, the donor's presence 
was substantially less palpable. Unlike their predecessors in Al- 
legheny City, later recipients of Carnegie gifts were not required 
to inscribe the donor's name on the building's exterior.73 When 
recipients did opt to acknowledge Carnegie's contribution, they 
typically chose to include his name in an inscription in the 
building's classical frieze. Set in a classical framework high over- 
head, these words provided only the most abstract reminder of 
Carnegie's role in library affairs. Inside the library, the donor 
was all but invisible. By deleting all fireplaces from his ideal 
plans, Bertram neatly removed the temptation to transform the 
hearth into a shrine to the benefactor.74 In the reformed library, 
there was no donor's portrait gazing intently down on the read- 
er. 
As the donor's lieutenants, the trustees were also made less 
visible. Deprived of a separate room reserved exclusively for 
their use, the trustees were obliged to meet in a room that did 
quadruple duty, serving as a work room, a staff room, and club 
room as well. In contrast to the place of honor the trustees' 
room received in Allegheny City, the basement location of this 
room was a literal translation of the trustees' figurative drop in 
the library's social scale. 
The librarian (by 1911, more likely to be a woman than a 
man) found herself in an ambiguous position. The open plan 
put her into a spatial situation comparable to that of the manager 
of a factory or an office building. From her post at the delivery 
desk, the librarian was at the center of library activities. Not 
only did she survey the entire building, but she herself was 
always in view as well. In their basement meeting room, the 
library board maintained a central role in establishing library 
policy, but the librarian upstairs personified the institution for 
most library users on a daily basis. 
Despite the librarian's rise in status relative to the library 
trustees, these gains were undercut by other aspects of the Car- 
negie Corporation's ideal plans. The basement location of the 
staff room, for instance, suggests that the library staff had dropped 
lower in the library hierarchy, with respect to library users, both 
physically and symbolically-a demotion that was reinforced 
by the multipurpose nature of the staff room. Instead of reigning 
over an inviolate inner sanctum of their own, members of the 
library staff had to share their room with both the trustees and 
members of local clubs. 
The arrangement of the first floor tells even more about the 
loss of professional prestige suffered by librarians in the first 
decade of the twentieth century. By the end of the previous 
century, professional men used control over their workspace as 
one of the symbols of their authority, symbols that were care- 
fully orchestrated to intimidate laypersons and make them more 
receptive to expert advice.75 Having made an appointment to 
73. J. Bertram, Letter to Hon. B. Smith, of Macon, Ga., 22 Nov. 
1915, CCA. 
74. That these later libraries were intended to be shrineless is borne 
out by subsequent events. In 1935, a later generation of Corporation 
officials marked the hundredth anniversary of Carnegie's birth by send- 
ing each library a portrait of its donor. Although these portraits still 
hang in many Carnegie libraries, library officials have had difficulty 
finding appropriate places for them in the reformed library. 
75. B. J. Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism: The Middle Class 
and the Development ofHigher Education in America, New York, 1976, 
98-102. 
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see a doctor or lawyer, even the most prompt of clients was 
shown into an outer office. Left there to wait, the client had 
time to peruse the impressive framed certificates hanging on the 
walls or even to peer at the spines of the leather-bound textbooks 
on the shelf. As if these signs of erudition were not enough to 
inspire the client's awe, the practitioner also maintained control 
over the timing of the consultation, either by entering the room 
himself or by having a receptionist usher the client into his 
room. Working to gain their own professional recognition, 
nineteenth-century librarians used similar ploys. Even the head 
librarian of the Allegheny City library had a private office and 
the spatial control that was a sign of his professionalism. 
By the turn of the century, however, the face of American 
librarianship was changing as male library leaders tapped the 
large pool of unemployed, well-educated women for library 
work. Invoking the accepted ideology that women commanded 
a special talent for transmitting culture, library leaders success- 
fully brought women out of their accepted realm of the home 
and installed them in the library. Indeed, by the turn of the 
century, Melvil Dewey was predicting that the librarian of the 
future would be a woman.76 
The feminization of librarianship roved to be an insidious 
process, one in which the qualifications of the profession were 
degraded in order to meet what were perceived as the lesser 
intellectual capabilities of its female practitioners. Having once 
claimed professional recognition based on a mastery of abstract 
knowledge, librarians aw their job redefined as the practice of 
technical skills. Stripped of its intellectual basis, librarianship 
could no longer exercise the authority of other professions. It 
became a service career in which librarians played a passive role, 
waiting to meet the demands of the reader.77 
Carnegie's contribution to the transformation of librarianship 
was indirect. Indeed, most of these changes were the product 
of developments within the profession itself. Nonetheless, the 
Carnegie library program was responsible for translating the 
new realities of a librarian's life into physical form. At the most 
prosaic level, the proximity of the women's toilet and the staff 
room in plans A, B, and C suggests that Carnegie and Bertram 
shared Dewey's assumption that small-town librarians would 
be female.'" More important, in the ideal library espoused by 
Carnegie, the librarian o longer had a self-contained office but 
occupied only an open work area behind the charging desk. 
The stated purpose of this arrangement was to allow a single 
librarian to supervise the entire library; its practical result was 
to deprive the librarian of the spatial control that was an im- 
portant tool in maintaining professional authority. The power 
to determine the timing and extent of professional consultations 
now rested in the hands of library patrons, who enjoyed unlim- 
ited access to the librarian. This new library arrangement was 
the physical counterpart to the transformation of librarianship 
to a demand-oriented activity and its accompanying loss of pro- 
fessional prestige. 
This drop in prestige was most completely embodied in the 
charging desk. Although the design of the desk received little 
specific comment in Bertram's "Notes," its central location and 
its role as the control center of the library guaranteed that it 
was charged with symbolic meaning. Resembling desks mar- 
keted by the Library Bureau, the desks of Bertram's plans are 
evocative of the symbiotic relationship between the librarian 
and her desk; each was incomplete without the other (Fig. 23). 
Fitted with specially shaped drawers to accommodate card files 
and the other special equipment necessary for the efficient dis- 
tribution of books, the desk was fully functional only when the 
librarian was seated within its embrace. At the same time, the 
librarian was tethered to the desk, unable to complete her job 
without the tools built into its cabinets. A silent presence in the 
library, the charging desk nonetheless spoke volumes about li- 
brarianship-at once aiding in the implementation of its tech- 
niques and testifying to the limited compass of that newly fem- 
inized profession. 
For library patrons, male and female, young and old, the new 
library offered a pleasant surprise. From the outside, the em- 
phasis on symmetry helped identify the building as a public one; 
readers could enter freely, safe in the knowledge that they were 
welcome. Inside, the architectural experience had been evened 
out. Ceilings were of a uniform height, and rectangular rooms 
were evenly lit from windows that started six feet from the 
floor. Gone were the specially shaped reading rooms with their 
aura of Victorian domesticity. Gone were monumental vistas 
into large public rooms. If the experience was less dramatic, it 
was also less intimidating. 
Library users were confronted with neither a glimpse of a 
sumptuous trustees' room nor a shrine to the donor. The physical 
boundaries that in earlier libraries eparated them from the li- 
brary staff had disappeared. Most important, they were allowed 
to fetch their own books directly from the shelves lining the 
walls that surrounded them. They had entered into a relation- 
ship of trust with the powers that be. 
For women and children, the new library offered unfamiliar 
freedom. Women were no longer segregated into ladies' reading 
rooms or treated differently from their male contemporaries. 
Whereas earlier libraries had been exclusively adult affairs with 
separate reading rooms for male and female readers, only the 
76. D. Garrison, "The Tender Technicians: The Feminization of 
Public Librarianship, 1876-1905,"Journal of Social History, VI, 1972- 
1973, 132-136. 
77. Ibid., 147-152. 
78. Although women had been accepted into the workplace, the 
situation of their toilet facilities shows vestiges of Victorian standards 
of propriety; where funds permitted-i.e., in Plans A, B, C, and D- 
the women's toilet was insulated from the public corridor by its own 
vestibule. 
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Fig. 23. Library Bureau charging desk, c. 1902 (Library Catalog: A Descriptive List with Prices, [Boston], 
1902, 50). 
Fig. 24. Public Works Administration, Public Library, Allenstown, New Hampshire, 1934. Exterior (Na- 
tional Archives). 
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smallest of the new libraries failed to provide a special reading 
room for the use of children. Young readers found in the chil- 
dren's reading room a portion of the public landscape that ca- 
tered directly to their needs. 
Conclusion 
No new Carnegie library grants were issued after 1917. Trus- 
tees had already begun to reassess the mission of the corporation 
when escalating building costs caused by wartime shortages of 
materials and labor made it impossible to continue the library 
program along established lines. After a period of reappraisal 
and planning that lasted until 1925, the corporation began a 
new program of library support, extending grants to the Amer- 
ican Library Association and comparable professional organi- 
zations in other English-speaking countries, to library training 
schools, and to academic libraries. 
Yet the impact of the Carnegie library program extended far 
beyond the 1,679 buildings constructed with Carnegie funds. 
Carnegie's example and his published statements explaining the 
rationale behind his actions encouraged other American philan- 
thropists to support libraries, usually at a local scale. Far from 
viewing this as an intrusion into his area of philanthropic ex- 
pertise, Carnegie welcomed their involvement. He was careful 
not to extend an offer to a town where another philanthropist 
had expressed an interest in establishing a library." Indeed, part 
of the attraction to philanthropy for Carnegie had been the 
opportunity to demonstrate how the field as a whole might be 
made more systematic and more efficient. As with his business 
ventures in railroading and steel manufacturing, Carnegie seems 
to have derived great satisfaction from having others imitate his 
innovations, seeing this not as a challenge to his achievements 
but as an acknowledgment of the superiority of his methods. 
The influence of the Carnegie program was even more in- 
tensely felt in the area of American library planning. Indeed, 
"Notes on the Erection of Library Bildings" was remarkably 
effective in promoting the open-plan library, with its centrally 
located charging desk and flanking reading rooms, as the ideal 
for small public libraries until World War II. In the 1920s, 
postwar prosperity prompted many communities to finance 
their own library buildings, often hiring architects whose plans 
revealed their previous experience designing Carnegie libraries. 
In the lean years of the 1930s, the Public Works Administration 
filled the financial void left by the demise of the Carnegie library 
program, funding small, symmetrical, classically detailed li- 
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Fig. 25. Public Library, Allenstown. Plan (Public Buildings: Architecture 
under the Public Works Administration 1933-1939, Washington, D.C., 
1939; reprint, New York, 1986, 110). 
librarian Joseph L. Wheeler and architect Alfred Morton Gith- 
ens devoted a full chapter of their book on library planning to 
an analysis of what they dubbed "the Carnegie rectangle," af- 
firming the faith of their respective professions in the "sound 
common sense" of the "Notes."81 
The changes that Carnegie wrought in the direction of Amer- 
ican philanthropy and American library design were mutually 
supportive. Old-style philanthropy, which cast the recipients of 
the gift in the role of perpetually grateful dependent relations, 
found its parallel in unreformed libraries, where the user was 
forever reminded of his place at the bottom of the library's social 
hierarchy. The reformed library, a single room dominated by a 
centrally placed circulation desk and lined with six-foot book- 
shelves, was the physical embodiment of the contractual ar- 
rangement between the philanthropist and the recipients of his 
gifts, an agreement that strictly defined the limitations of grat- 
itude.82 
79. The initial request from St. Paul, Minn., for example, was denied 
on the grounds that local philanthropists had expressed an interest in 
pursuing library matters. Bobinski, Carnegie Libraries, 39. 
80. Harrison, N.J.; Allenstown, N.H.; Topsfield, Mass.; New Phil- 
adelphia, Ohio; and McMinnville, Ore., all received PWA-funded li- 
brary buildings based on the planning ideals codified in the "Notes." 
Public Buildings: Architecture under the Public Works Administration 1933- 
1939, Washington, D.C., 1939; reprint, New York, 1986, 108-139. 
81. Wheeler and Githens, American Public Library, 215-225. 
82. The current condition of many Carnegie buildings bears out the 
program's success at cultivating local attachment to the library, both as 
an institution and as a landmark. Although many Carnegie libraries 
have been torn down, this is often a sign that steady financial support 
caused book collections to outgrow their architectural containers. In 
even more cases, the Carnegie library has been altered beyond recog- 
nition or converted to another use, suggesting that the building itself 
had become so important to the people of the community that they 
were unwilling to part with their Carnegie building, even when their 
needs had far outstripped its capacity. 
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